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NEW QUESTION: 1
On a Cisco IOS XR router, which mechanism protects the router
resources by filtering and policing the packets flows that are
destined to the router that is based on defined flow-type
rates?
A. LPTS
B. Control Plane Policing
C. ACL
D. NetFlow
E. Committed Access Rate
F. Management Plane Protection
G. LLQ
Answer: A
Explanation:
Local Packet Transport Services (LPTS) maintains tables

describing all packet flows destined for the securedomain
router (SDR), making sure that packets are delivered to their
intended destinations. The Low Latency Queueing feature brings
strict priority queueing to Class-Based Weighted Fair
Queueing(CBWFQ).

NEW QUESTION: 2
Joe is a helpdesk specialist. During a routine audit, a company
discovered that his credentials were used while he was on
vacation. The investigation further confirmed that Joe still
has his badge and it was last used to exit the facility. Which
of the following access control methods is MOST appropriate for
preventing such occurrences in the future?
A. Access control system where badges are only issued to
cleared personnel
B. Access control where employee's access permissions is based
on the job title
C. Access control where system administrators may limit which
users can access their systems
D. Access control where the credentials cannot be used except
when the associated badge is in the facility
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the screen capture below:
Based on the Posture Policy configuration shown above, which of
the following statements is true?
A. This Posture Policy can use either the persistent or
dissolvable OnGuard agent to obtain the statement of health.
B. This Posture Policy can be applied to an 802.1x wired
service.
C. This Posture Policy checks for presence of a firewall
application in Windows devices.
D. This Posture Policy checks the health status of devices
running Windows, Linux and Mac OS X.
E. This Posture Policy checks with a Windows NPS server for
posture tokens.
Answer: A
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